ACROSS
1. Sammy __ Jr.
6. Goad
10. 204, to Caesar
14. In flames
15. Swim-meet assignment
16. "Yikes!"
17. Major fad
18. Food safety agcy.
19. Veal or pork
20. In the CHIPs
22. Thorn in one’s side
23. "In what way?"
24. Broke loose
26. School support grp.
29. Look through a book
32. Devour
33. Blow one’s top
35. Forgive, informally
39. Spanish bull
40. Payday extra
41. Designer Wang
43. Savor an experience
45. Spiral
46. Omelet ingredient
47. Toddler’s word
49. Glacier, essentially
50. Microwave’s "thaw" setting
54. Doctors’ org.
57. "__ Lisa"
64. LAX postings
65. Adjusted, as a piano
66. Dutch cheese
67. Western alliance
68. Employing
69. Editor’s removal mark
70. Half-rectangle shapes
71. Mean spirited

DOWN
1. Slightly wet
2. Miles away
3. "Ristorante” bottle
4. From Dublin
5. Harbor city
6. Speak unclearly
7. El __, TX
8. Excessive
9. Size up again
10. With a CHIP on one’s shoulder
11. Low-priced
12. Silly
13. Went to the polls
14. Lamb’s mom
15. Baseball great Ripken
16. Puppy or parrot
17. Relaxed running pace
18. Mystical glow
19. Frequently
21. Where CHIPs are thrown on a table
22. __ salad sandwich
23. Supermarket section with slicers
24. Viking explorer
25. Embarrassing commotion
26. Logging tool
27. Freudian concept
28. Overact
29. Scratch or dent
30. With a spherical roof
31. Wear away
32. Semester-ending exam
33. Add up to
34. Mistreatment
35. Countrywide: Abbr.
36. Group of troops
37. Temporary shelter
38. Feeling tense